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Leave the air exchange to a top performer

The strong silent type.A saying could be applied to this ventilation unit.Its quiet

power is primarily thanks to the optimised fan: it enables precise, intensive

ventilation of your living space, while keeping operating noise to a minimum.And

thanks to heat recovery, you don't have to sacrifice cosy warmth in your home, as

heat is transferred efficiently to the fresh air.

Breathe only clean air

High air quality ensured by the long fan service life can be increased still further:

filters clean the incoming air of fine dust and pollen.This can improve the quality

of life in your home if you suffer from allergies.Quick and straightforward

installation makes this model a sensible investment for a healthy living

environment.

The main features

Decentralised ventilation unit for rooms with external walls

High air quality, plus long fan service life through the use of two filters per fan

Can provide intensive ventilation with low noise emissions

Ideal for allergy sufferers, with fine dust and pollen filters available as an option

No run marks on the wall thanks to the smart design

Extremely easy to clean thanks to the aluminium surface of the heat exchanger

No odours from outside due to the closable internal panel

Savings on heating bills thanks to high heat recovery of up to 93 %
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Contact information

You have questions? We appreciate to help you:

SALES HOTLINE

+91 2067 48 0928
SERVICE HOTLINE

+91 2067 48 0921

Write an email to sales@stiebel-eltron.in

Installation information

Please ask your local power supply utility or a registered electrician to install

appliances that are not fully wired, i.e. ready to plug in. The electrician should

also be able to assist you with obtaining the agreement of the respective power

supply utility required for the appliance installation.


